The term bibliometrics was given by Alan Pritchard in 1969. Bibliometrics basically contains several techniques which are useful to study or evaluate the texts and information. In 1948, Dr. S.R. Ranganathan, known as Father of Indian library scientist h a s g i v e n t h e t e r m " L i b r a m e t r y " . Bibliometrics is similar to Ranganathan's librametrics the concept of Russian scientometrics, informetrics and subfields l i k e p s y c h o m e t r i c s , s o c i o m e t r i c s , biometrics, econometrics, cliometrics etc. In all these the concepts of mathematics and statistics are applied to investigate and analyze the problems in their respective fields. Bibliometric analysis is generally applied to the scientific fields, which further depends on elements like author, title, subject, citations, etc. related to scholarly publication within a discipline. Bibliometric include studies of the growth of the literature in some subjects, how much l i t e r a t u re i s c o n t r i b u t e d b y v a r i o u s individuals, groups or organizations or countries; how much exists in various languages; how the literature on some subjects is scattered and how quickly the literature or some subjects become obsolete.
PLANNER
A series of regional conventions called Promotion of Library Automation and Networking in the North Eastern region (PLANNER) was launched in 2003 to deal with the issues of developing the library in the North-Eastern region. This has supported the library professionals, as well as IT professionals in the North-Eastern region to r e l a t e w i t h e a c h o t h e r a n d w i t h professionals from the rest of the country for discussing the current issues of society for the common benefit. Hence, the bibliometric technique is being applied for analyzing the pattern of the articles published in PLANNER. The publication and citation patterns for the Journal of Information Literacy has been studied by Panda for the 4 period 2007-2012 . They concluded that among the type of documents number of research articles 68 (51.9%) is highest followed by book reviews 36 (27.49), conference papers 27 (20.61%), etc. They also reported that most of the articles are from the academic background and very few are from the non-academic horizon. Raan presented a compilation of journal impact properties in relation to other bibliometric 5 indicators . He focused on both top-performances as well as lower performance groups. He found an inverse relation between the field citation-density groups and journal impact. They concluded that top-performance groups have relatively less self-citations than the lower performance groups and this fraction is continuously declining with journal impact. The theory and practice of knowledge organization have been explored by Barat, Agnes Hajdu and connection 6 to human perception has been investigated . The author has focused on the concept building. They have given some practical and characteristic solutions for the visualization of information without demand of completeness.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Rana presented an analysis of 4,698 references cited in the articles of Wildlife Management published in the Journal of 7 Wildlife Management during the year of 1989 . He concludes that the major source of information used by scientists in wildlife Management was journals followed by books, proceedings/ conferences/ symposia/ workshops, theses and reports.Jansen, Sue Curry ponders over the absence of a critical consciousness about gender in the discussion of Table 5 shows the contribution of authors as the parameter of organization type. As obvious the maximum authors were from the Universities i.e. 359, followed by institute (131), college (87), school (13) and company (10). There were 49 contributions on which the address of the organization was not mentioned. Table 6 shows the name of the organization along with the Table 8 shows the top keywords along with their year wise trend. It is being seen that "Digital library" was used maximum times in 2006 and then decreased in 2007 and 2008 and further there was this increase in 2010. The reason for this could be that the concept was launched at that time and not it is being implemented. The keyword "institutional repository" has shown the sharp growth in year 2008. It is been clear from the table that the usage of top keywords has been reduced year wise. But the keyword at the 10th position "Library Automation" has shown the significant growth in previous year. As it is emerging field so less no of articles are there but they growing as the demand of the present era
